alpine swr-1043d mounting depth

View full Alpine Type-R SWRD specs on CNET. Dual Voice Coil. Yes. Cutout & Mounting Dimensions. Diameter. in.
Depth. in. Battery / Power.Alpine SWRD 10" Watts peak power dual 4 ohm coil subwoofer these subs feature shallower
mounting depths than previous Type-R subs, so you.Strontium ferrite segmented magnet; Top-mount depth: /8"; Cutout
diameter: 9 -1/16"; Frequency (previous model, replaced by Alpine SWRD).MTX Audio Thunder Elite TED Amplifier
+ Alpine SWRD 10" Sub + 4 Gold plated screw terminals (banana clip ready); Mounting depth: /8".Speaker - Alpine
SWRD Mounting information. Speaker displacement(l.) Total diameter(mm.) 0. Cutout diameter(mm.) 0. Mounting
depth(mm.) 0.Alpine SWRD 10" Type-R Car Subwoofer. Now extreme bass fits in more places. New shallower
mounting depths means these high-performance.Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Alpine SWRD
10" SWR subwoofer after researching about the power and mounting depth.The Alpine SWRD Subwoofer is a inch
subwoofer that has a dual impedance rating of 4 ohms and an RMS power output of watts, offering a.Alpine SWRD W
Type R 10" Car Subwoofer The Type-R Thin Subwoofers have been designed to deliver greater installation flexibility.
the output and power handling of the traditional Type-R series in less that half the depth.Alpine - SWRD Alpine Type-R
subwoofers play loud, clean, and long. The new Alpine Type-S subwoofers feature a shallow mounting depth
design.Alpine SWRD 10" Subwoofer (4? + 4?) by Alpine. ( watts per coil) peak power: watts sensitivity: 83 dB
top-mount depth: 6" warranty: 1 year.Alpine R-W10D4 - Type R 10" Subwoofer + 10" Sealed Box Enclosure. ( watts
per coil); peak power: watts; top-mount depth: /8"; warranty: 1 year.Got an Alpine 10" Type R (model # SWRD) that I
have leftover from Mounting Depth: mm (/8''); Mounting Diameter: mm.Shop Alpine Type R 10" DualVoiceCoil 4Ohm
Subwoofer at Best Buy. Find low Alpine - Type R 10" Dual-Voice-Coil 4-Ohm Subwoofer - Model:SWRD.Alpine
SWRD Type-R 10" subwoofer with dual 4-ohm voice coils. top- mount depth: /8" sealed box volume: cu. ft. ported box
volume: .Description. Alpine's Type-R Thin Subwoofers have been engineered to offer greater installation flexibility. At
only 82mm deep the SWR-T10 provides deep bass.
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